VILLAGE OF HINSDALE  
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT  
B-2 CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE

Must be accompanied by completed Plan Commission Application

Address of proposed request: ________________________________

Questionnaire – B-2 Central Business District

The Hinsdale Zoning Code intends, in part, “to protect, preserve and enhance the character and architectural heritage of the Village.” Recognizing that the buildings in the B-2 Central Business District are significant, reasonable considerations may be prudent to provide minimum, compatible alterations to the existing exterior. Distinctive architectural features identify the buildings uniqueness and may enhance the overall streetscape.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to transmit information to the Village concerning the proposed plans to change the exterior of the building. The completion of this questionnaire is in no way intended to be determinative on the approval or denial of the application.

1. Impact on Historic or Architectural Significant Area. Will the historic and/or architectural significance of the B-2 Central Business District be affected by the proposed changes to the building under review? If so, please explain how.____________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

2. Impact on Significant Features of Buildings. State the effects of the proposed changes on the historic and/or architectural significance of the building under review, including the extent to which the changes would cause the elimination, or masking, of distinguishing original architectural features. _________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

3. Replacement Rather than Restoration. Will the changes proposed replace rather than restore deteriorated materials or features? If so, will the replacements be made with compatible materials and historically and architecturally accurate designs? _________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
4. *Future Improvements.* Are the proposed improvements to the building designed so that the architectural integrity of the building under review will not be impaired if those improvements are removed in the future? Please explain. 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

5. *Reduction of Amount of Demolition.* State the alternatives that were considered in the design to minimize the amount of demolition of the building under review.

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________